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Abstract: As the world is transitioning to electric vehicles (EVs), the existing power grids are facing
several challenges. In particular, the additional charging power demand may repeatedly overload the
traditionally-sized distribution transformers and adversely impact their operational life. To address
this challenge, this paper proposes an EV-based reactive power compensation strategy for transformer
overloading mitigation. Specifically, a low-bandwidth centralized recursive controller is proposed
to determine a set point for the EV’s onboard charger’s reactive power. Importantly, the proposed
strategy is practically implementable in existing distribution grids as it does not rely on smart grid
infrastructure and is stable under potential communication delays and partial failures. This paper
discusses the controller’s structure, design, and stability in detail. The proposed solution is tested
with a realistic secondary distribution system considering four different EV charging scenarios with
both Level 1 and Level 2 residential EV charging. Specifically, IEEE Standard C57.91-2011 is used
to quantify the impact of EV charging on the transformer’s life. It is shown that with the proposed
method, transformer overloading is significantly reduced, and the transformer’s life improves by an
average of 47% over a year in all four scenarios.

Keywords: electric vehicles; distribution transformer; V2G; reactive power compensation;
transformer aging

1. Introduction

The world is shifting to electric vehicles (EVs). Despite its benefits, their charging
process causes challenges to the power grid. Specifically, as most EV owners charge their
vehicles at home, and the charging times often coincide with the peak load hours [1,2],
the residential power demand is increasing significantly [3,4]. Consequently, legacy dis-
tribution equipment and devices are being pushed to their limits [5,6]. In particular, the
distribution transformers may be overloaded by residential EV charging.

The impact of EV charging on distribution infrastructure has been reported in a number
of studies. The impact of uncoordinated charging is discussed in [5], where active and
reactive power data obtained from a local distribution station is utilized to quantitatively
compare the effect of EV charging on distribution transformers and causing grid voltage
asymmetry. A challenge with these types of analysis is obtaining realistic load, and EV
profiles [7]. In [2], a solution for load and EV profile generation is proposed. While this
technique ensures high modeling accuracy, it requires a base dataset to seed the stochastic
model, which may not be readily available. Alternatively, probability distribution functions
and the Monte-Carlo method for load modeling may be a useful trade-off between realistic
modeling and the amount of prerequisite data [8,9]. In [10], smart meter data is used in
a mixed technique to model the residential load on which the probabilistic EV charging
profiles are overlaid randomly to study the impact of EV charging. The transformer’s
load profile obtained from real meter data or power flow studies can be used to estimate
temperature and loss of life [11,12].
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Frequent overloading can significantly accelerate the transformer’s aging and cause
a failure [13]. However, due to the significant cost involved, it is infeasible to simply
upgrade all the distribution transformers [14]. Therefore, several methods have been
proposed to mitigate this problem [15]. One strategy is passive demand-side management
of EV charging through time-of-use (ToU) pricing [16]. The primary advantage of ToU
strategies is their simplicity. It is shown in [17] that in several situations, ToU pricing is
effective in shifting EV consumer behavior and flattening the load curve. However, it is
crucial to accurately model both the non-EV and EV load profiles to determine the ToU
pricing schedule [18,19]. To address this challenge, optimization, machine learning-based
ToU pricing models have been proposed [20–22]. However, even correctly modeled ToU
strategies may not be very effective at high EV penetration levels. Alternatively, active
demand shaping techniques have been studied for managing EV charging loads [23–25].
These demand response techniques are based on actively regulating the charging interval
of EVs based on optimal scheduling algorithms. As an example, in [26], a method is
proposed to coordinate EV charging for transformer loss minimization based on load
power flow. A similar technique to flatten the load profile based on smart charging points
is presented in [27]. Furthermore, in addition to centralized controller based demand
response techniques, decentralized solutions may also be used. In [28], authors propose
a distributed charging control strategy considering distribution transformer energy loss,
aging, and battery charging cost. In [29], authors propose a smart home energy management
system to control EV charging times to reduce peak load. Active demand response based
transformer overloading mitigation techniques may make the charging speed and duration
unpredictable for the end user.

In this paper, reactive power compensation is proposed as a practical solution for
minimizing the impact of EV charging on distribution transformers. Fundamentally, the
proposed solution aims to reduce the distribution transformer’s losses by reducing the
reactive power flow through the transformer. Instead, the EVs supply local reactive
power [30]. In this study, a realistic distribution system model with residential and EV
loads and considering the effect of service lines and residential service drops are presented.
A publicly available dataset is used for load and EV charging profiles [31]. Using this
dataset, a baseline load profile is generated for a 24 h duration for various loading scenarios.
Moreover, a baseline equivalent aging factor for the transformer is calculated according
to IEEE C57.91-2011 standard [32]. This is used to quantify the impact of EV charging
on transformer life. Furthermore, a reactive power compensation (RPC) based recursive
controller is proposed to mitigate the adverse impact of EV charging on the transformer.
The study considers a mix of both Level 1 and Level 2 EV charging [33]. It is shown that
the proposed technique significantly improves the transformer life.

The key contributions of this work are as follows

1. The presented work quantifies the impact of Level 1 and Level 2 EV charging on
the distribution transformer’s life using a realistic system model and practical load
EV charging data. This is used as a baseline for evaluating the effectiveness of the
proposed reactive power compensation strategy.

2. The proposed research further presents a simple yet effective reactive power compen-
sation strategy to mitigate the impact of EV charging on the distribution transformer.
The primary advantages of the proposed technique are (1) convenience to the user,
i.e., it does not impact their choice of time for charging and the charging speed, and
(2) ease of implementation without requiring high bandwidth communication or nu-
merous measurements. More precisely, it only requires reactive power measurements
at the transformer site and EV connection status signals.

3. The research studies in detail the responses of the proposed controller on the distribu-
tion transformer and verifies the level of improvement achieved in transformer life.
Moreover, the controller’s stability and robustness to system communication delays
and failures, as well as the impact of distribution cable impedance values, are studied.
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2. Study System

In this section, the distribution system model used in this paper is introduced. It is
subsequently used to quantitatively analyze the impact of EV charging on the distribution
transformer’s insulation life under various EV charging scenarios.

2.1. Study System Topology

The model used is based on a typical North American Distribution System [34]. The
schematic of the system is shown in Figure 1. Since the study focuses on mitigating the
impact of EV charging on the low-voltage distribution transformer life through secondary
side compensation, a detailed model of the secondary distribution system is created, and
the network upstream to the service transformer is ignored. For this study, the system
considered has 20 load buses [35].

Figure 1. Schematic of secondary distribution system used for this study.

2.2. Residential Load Profile and EV Charging Data

The residential load data for this study is selected from [31], which provides active
power profiles at 10 min intervals for 200 houses, of which 20 are randomly selected for this
study. These load profiles are generated based on physical energy consumption models
for various residential functions combined with a stochastic model for the individuals’
activities [36]. In addition, the developed model is validated against actual meter data and
shows low estimation error [37]. EV charging data is provided for both Level 1 and Level 2
charging. This EV data is generated by similarly combining stochastic models for the driver
behavior, and driving profiles [38]. Level 1 charging power is taken to be at 1.92 kW and
Level 2 at 6.6 kW [39]. Moreover, the same base user model is used both for load and EV
modeling, which is critical for accuracy.

2.3. Other System Parameters

The distribution transformer’s size is calculated as per the guidelines given in NEC
Article 220 [40]. For the aforementioned data, in this study, a transformer rating of 45 kVA
and a power factor (PF) of 0.9 lagging is selected based on [40–42]. The primary and
secondary operating voltages of the transformer are 7.2 kV–120/240 V, respectively. The
distribution transformer has a center-tapped secondary that provides two 120 V and a
240 V terminals. In a typical arrangement, a single pole-mounted distribution transformer
may supply several homes. To supply a home, a triplex (with three conductors) service line
connects the transformer outputs (L1, L2, N) to the service pole closest to the home. The
service-line self and mutual impedances for 125 ft cable are 0.036+ j0.015 and 0.013+ j0.012
Ohms respectively. The service drop is assumed to have the same cable type as the service
line and is approximately 65 ft. Thus, service drop self and mutual impedances are half of
the service-line impedances [12].
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2.4. EV Charging Scenarios

The test scenarios considered in this study intend to assess various residential EV
charging possibilities. The objective is to identify and analyze the impact of the additional
demand on the distribution transformer’s life under these scenarios. For Scenarios 1–3,
70% EV penetration (i.e., 14 EVs in 20 houses) is considered to represent a realistic high EV
usage scenario.

2.4.1. Scenario 1

In this scenario, all the EVs are assumed to be charging at Level 1. This is a feasible
scenario, especially for homes where the EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment required
for Level 2 charging) is either not installed or the home does not have the installation
facility to begin with. For this study, all EVs have different charging profiles, which are
randomly picked from the aforementioned dataset.

2.4.2. Scenario 2

To present the randomness of the residential EV charging levels, in this scenario, both
Level 1 and Level 2 EV charging is considered, each at 50% of the total EV penetration.
Again, all EVs considered have different charging profiles randomly picked from the
aforementioned dataset.

2.4.3. Scenario 3

To show the impact of Level 2 residential charging on the distribution transformer’s
life, in this scenario, all the EVs are considered to be charging at Level 2. This is especially
the case with single-household dwellings. In this scenario as well all EVs have different
charging profiles.

2.4.4. Scenario 4

In order to generate an extreme condition, in this scenario, a 40% EV penetration at
Level 1 is considered such that it overlaps with the residential peak load demand hours.
Due to overlapping, a lower penetration level at a lower charging level is considered as it
represents a sufficiently extreme scenario. The EV charging profiles are selected from the
aforementioned dataset such that their charging pattern overlaps with the residential peak
load hours.

The EVs, while charging, operate at unity power factor (UPF), i.e., they absorb active
power only. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the transformer loading with baseline load
(without EV) and with additional EV charging at UPF during Scenarios 1 to 4, respectively.
It can be observed that with additional EV charging, the load line has increased significantly
from the baseline level. To quantify the impact of this increased loading on the transformer’s
life, in the next section, transformer aging and insulation life calculations are discussed.
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Figure 2. Transformer loading under different EV charging scenarios (STR in kVA).

3. Transformer Aging

According to the IEEE Standard C57.91-2011, winding insulation degradation is a
dominant failure mechanism in oil-filled transformers [32]. The insulation aging is deter-
mined based on the winding hottest-spot temperature, formulated in Annex G of [32]. The
heat balance equation is

QGEN = QABS + QLOST (1)

where QGEN and QABS are the heat generated and absorbed by the source, respectively, and
QLOST is the heat lost to the cooling medium [43]. The heat absorption equation is

QABS = M · CP · ∆T (2)

where M and CP are the mass, and the specific heat of the material, respectively, and ∆T is
the time interval [43].

The heat generated by the hottest-spot (QGEN,HS) is [32]

QGEN,HS = K2
(

PHSKHS +
PEHS

KHS

)
∆t (3)

where K is the ratio of the load during the interval ∆t (in min.) to the rated load, PHS and
PEHS are the winding i2R and eddy losses in W, respectively, and KHS is the temperature
correction factor.

The heat lost at the hottest-spot is calculated as

QLOST,HS=

(
θt1

H − θWO

θH,R − θWO,R

)5/4(
µHS,R

µt1
HS

)1/4

(PHS + PEHS)∆t (4)

where θt1
H and θH,R are the winding hottest-spot temperatures at the prior time (t1) and at

rated load in ◦C, respectively; θWO and θWO,R are the temperatures of oil adjacent to the
winding hot-spot, and at rated load in ◦C, respectively; µHS,R and µt1

HS are the viscosity
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of fluid for hot-spot calculation at rated load and at the prior time (t1), in cP, respectively.
From Equations (1) and (2)

∆THS =
QGEN,HS −QLOST,HS

MWCPW

(5)

where MWCPW is the winding mass times specific heat in W-min/◦C. The recursive relation
between winding hot-spot temperatures at successive time instants t1 and t2 = t1 + ∆t is

θt2
H = θt1

H + ∆THS. (6)

Substituting Equation (5) in (6),

θt2
H =

QGEN,HS −QLOST,HS + MWCPW θt1
H

MWCPW

(7)

where θt2
H is the winding hottest-spot temperature at the next instant of time. Using

Equation (7), the transformer’s aging is estimated by computing the aging accelerated
factor given by

FAA = exp
(

15,000
383 − 15,000

θH+273

)
, (8)

where FAA is equal to 1 at reference temperature, θH,ref. In this study, θH,ref is 110 ◦C as
suggested in Annex I in [32]. Subsequently, FAA is aggregated over the time period to
calculate the equivalent aging factor

FEQA =

N
∑

n=1
FAA,n ∆tn

N
∑

n=1
∆tn

(9)

where ∆tn is time interval (in hours), and N is the total number of time intervals. The FEQA
is used to estimate transformer loss of life, LoL, which is the equivalent hours of insulation
life consumed in the given time period, calculated from

%LoL =
FEQA × t× 100

Lnorm
(10)

where Lnorm is the normal insulation life of the transformer, determined based on the
standard values listed in [32].

Figure 3 shows the computed hottest-spot temperature and FAA under baseline load
and different EV charging scenarios discussed in Section 2. Table 1 shows FEQA and LoL
values. It is seen that increased EV penetration significantly impacts the transformer’s
life decreasing it by nearly 10, 14, 66, and 22 times the baseline load, in Scenario 1 to
Scenario 4, respectively.
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Figure 3. Transformer life indices without EV and with EV charging, (a) hottest-spot temperature, θH;
(b) accelerated aging factor, FAA.

Table 1. Transformer’s FEQA and LoL without EV and with EV charging.

Parameter Baseline Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

FEQA 0.137 1.35 1.91 9.12 2.99
LoL 3.29 32.45 45.78 218.84 71.69

4. Proposed Method

The proposed solution is discussed in two parts. First, this paper proposes an EV-
based reactive power compensation strategy for transformer overloading mitigation. And
thereafter, a low-bandwidth centralized recursive controller is proposed to control the EV’s
onboard charger’s reactive power supply.

4.1. Reactive Power Compensation to Improve Transformer Life

From the discussion made in Section 3, specifically from the equations of heat gener-
ated at the hottest-spot, Equation (3) and the hottest-spot temperature Equation (7), it can
be concluded that the transformer’s insulation life can be extended by reducing the overall
losses in the transformer. It can be observed that the transformer i2R and eddy-current
losses are a function of the winding currents. If the transformer real and reactive powers
are denoted by PTR and QTR respectively, the current flowing in the transformer is

ITR =
STR

VTR
=

√
P2

TR + Q2
TR

VTR
(11)

where STR is the apparent power, and VTR is the rms voltage on the secondary side of
the transformer. In the proposed method, a component of the residential reactive power
demand (QR) is supplied locally by the EV (Qi

EV) during charging as illustrated in Figure 4.
Consequently, the overall reactive power flowing through the transformer (QTR) is de-
creased. From Equation (11), it is evident that this reduces ITR magnitude and thus de-
creases the overall losses in the transformer.
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Figure 4. Entire system’s block diagram.

4.2. Proposed Controller

The proposed controller is based on the aforementioned idea. It is a secondary-level
recursive controller that generates the reference reactive power set points for the primary
controllers of individual EVs connected to the distribution system. These references are
then communicated to the EV chargers with communication delay, Tc (see Figure 4). The
inputs to the controller are the transformer’s total reactive power and the number of EVs
online. The reactive power compensation capability of active-front end rectifiers in onboard
EV chargers using the DC-link capacitor has been shown in literature and is therefore not
discussed in this paper [44–46].

4.2.1. Problem Definition and Formulation

In the proposed approach, the EVs contribute to reactive power support without
compromising their rate of charging (i.e., real power). The degree to which an EV can
contribute is determined by the over-current limitations of the charger and residential ac
outlets. Assume that the number of EVs online at any given time is NEV, and the active
power consumed and reactive power supplied by an EV is Pi

EV and Qi
EV, respectively,

where, i = 1, 2, . . . , NEV. Thus, Pi
EV depends on the charging level and remains constant

and the charger supplies Qi
EV based on the reference set points computed by the controller.

The increase in overall Si
EV must not violate the maximum current limit of either the EV

charger or the residential 120 V ac outlet [47]. Thus,

Ii
EV ≤ Ii

EV,max, (12)

where,
Ii
EV,max = min(Ii

CH,max, Ii
REC,max), (13)

where ICH,max is the maximum current limit of the EV charger, and IREC,max is the maximum
current limit of the ac outlet. The constraint in Equation (12) may be written as

Qi
EV ≤ Qi

EV,max, i = 1, 2, . . . , NEV (14)

Qi
EV,max=

√
(Si

EV,max)
2−(Pi

EV)
2=

√
1−(PFi

EV,min)
2

PFi
EV,min

Pi
EV (15)

where Si
EV,max is the maximum apparent power equal to Ii

EV,maxVEV , and PFi
EV,min is the

minimum power factor of the ith EV equal to Pi
EV/Si

EV,max. The problem formulation is to
minimize QTR subject to the constraints in Equation (14).
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4.2.2. Controller Structure and Design

The overall block diagram of the distribution system, including the transformer, the
proposed controller, the communication system, and the EVs, is shown in Figure 4. The
controller operates recursively and has a time step of Ts. It receives QTR and NEV at intervals
given by nTs, where n ∈ Z, and generates Qi

EV for each EV.
The transformer’s reactive power QTR is given as

QTR[n] = QR[n]−Qtot∗
EV [n] (16)

where QR is the total residential reactive power demand, and Qtot∗
EV is the aggregate reactive

power compensation observed at the transformer location. From Figure 5 Qtot
EV is aggregate

reactive power supplied by all the connected EVs.

Qtot
EV[n] =

NEV[n]

∑
i=1

Qi
EV[n] (17)

where Qi
EV denotes the share of the ith EV.

Figure 5. Simplified system and controller model.

The centralized controller receives the distribution transformer’s QTR value in real-
time. It is conveniently located at the transformer site and measures the flow of reactive
power at that interconnection. The controller’s objective is to minimize QTR. This occurs
when Qtot

EV tracks QR. Therefore, the overall control problem can be framed as a tracking
problem where QTR represents the tracking error. The system diagram with the controller
is shown in Figure 5. The overall EV system response is represented by a unit delay block.
This mainly represents the delay of the distribution level communication infrastructure,
which is typically much larger compared to the EV charger’s P, Q control loops.

The controller shown in Figure 5 is essentially an integrator implemented in the
discrete-time domain. The controller’s output is passed through a limiter whose limits
are set as per the constraints in Equation (14). Therefore, the controller’s function can be
expressed by

Qtot
EV[n + 1] = min(Qtot∗

EV [n] + QTR[n], Qtot
EV,max) (18)

where Qtot
EV,max is the limit for Qtot

EV.
The controller sends the Qi

EV command to the individual EVs. Therefore, it is necessary
to calculate Qi

EV, where i = 1, 2 . . . NEV from Qtot
EV. If all EVs are at the same charging level

and equally incentivized, the total compensation, Qtot
EV in Equation (17), can be expressed as

Qtot
EV[n]=NEV[n]Qi

EV[n]. (19)

Rearranging Equation (19), we get

Qi
EV[n]=

Qtot
EV[n]

NEV[n]
. (20)
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Rewriting Equation (18) in terms of reactive power by individual EVs, Qi
EV, when they

are equally incentivized, we get

Qi
EV[n + 1] = min(Qi

EV[n]NEV[n]+QTR[n]
NEV[n+1] , Qi

EV,max) (21)

where Qi
EV,max is obtained from constraints in Equation (14).

In a more general case where both Level 1 and Level 2 charging is present,
Qtot

EV becomes

Qtot
EV[n] =

NEV,L1[n]

∑
i=1

Qi
EV,L1[n] +

NEV,L2[n]

∑
i=1

Qi
EV,L2[n] (22)

where NEV,L1[n] and NEV,L2[n] are the number of EVs charging at Level 1 and Level 2,
respectively, and they satisfy NEV[n] = NEV,L1[n] + NEV,L2[n]. The reactive power limits for
these charging levels are different and given by ±Qi

EV,L1,max and ±Qi
EV,L2,max, respectively.

In this case, the maximum reactive power that can be supplied by EVs charging at Level 1 is
NEV,L1[n]Qi

EV,L1,max, and at Level 2 is NEV,L2[n]Qi
EV,L2,max. Thus, the proportional share by

each EV charging type is
NEV,La[n]Qi

EV,La,max
NEV,L2[n]Qi

EV,L2,max+NEV,L1[n]Qi
EV,L1,max

, where, a indicates the charging

level, a = 1 for Level 1, and a = 2, for Level 2. Therefore, Qtot
EV is divided proportionally

between EVs of each type to arrive at

Qi
EV[n]=


Qtot

EV[n]
NEV,L1[n]

( NEV,L1[n] Qi
EV,L1,max

NEV,L2[n] Qi
EV,L2,max + NEV,L1[n] Qi

EV,L1,max

)
, Level 1

Qtot
EV[n]

NEV,L2[n]

( NEV,L2[n] Qi
EV,L2,max

NEV,L2[n] Qi
EV,L2,max + NEV,L1[n] Qi

EV,L1,max

)
, Level 2.

(23)

4.3. Stability Analysis under Communication Delays

From the high-level block diagram of the overall system shown in Figure 4, and the
discussion in Section 4.2, it is established that a real-time QTR value of the transformer is
available to the controller and it computes Qi

EV set points and communicates them to the
corresponding individual EVs. Now, there are several different communication protocols
that are in use today [48]. The proposed controller implementation is agnostic to the exact
communication protocol and thus can be used under the various protocols. This section
discusses the controller stability under these communication delays.

In Figure 6 of the proposed recursive controller, the communication delay is denoted
by TC, and the controller recursive feedback time is denoted by TF, which in z-domain are

represented as z−C and z−F respectively, where C, F ∈ N. The transfer function Qtot
EV(z)

QR(z)
for

the generalized system is derived below. From Figure 6

QTR(z) + z−FQctr
EV(z) = Qctr

EV(z) (24)

where, in addition to the previous definitions, Qctr
EV(z) is the controller output. By rearrang-

ing (24) we get,
QTR(z) = Qctr

EV(z)(1− z−F). (25)

Again from Figure 6,
Qtot

EV(z) = z−CQctr
EV . (26)
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Figure 6. Simplified system and controller model for stability analysis.

By rearranging and substituting the above equations we get,

Qtot
EV(z)

QR(z)
=

z−C

z−C − z−F + 1
. (27)

Therefore, the final transfer function H(z) is given by

H(z) =
Qtot

EV(z)
QR(z)

=
1

zC − zC−F + 1
, C, F ∈ N. (28)

To determine the conditions under which the proposed controller is stable, stability
criterion from [49] can be applied to the characteristic polynomial D(z), of the transfer
function H(z) in Equation (28). If the characteristic polynomial of the system is given by

D(z) = a0 + a1z1 + a2z2 + · · ·+ an−1zn−1 + anzn (29)

then one necessary condition for its stability is

|a0| < an, an > 0 (30)

where an is the co-efficient of the largest power term zn, and a0 is the constant term in D(z).
From Equation (28), D(z) = zC − zC−F + 1. For C, F ∈ N, 3 possible cases exists, case 1:
C > F, case 2: F > C, and case 3: F = C. Rewriting D(z) in increasing order of positive
powers of z for the two first cases we get,

D(z) =
{

1− zC−F + zC, C > F
−1 + zF−C + zF, F > C

, C, F ∈ N. (31)

It can be seen that for both these cases, |a0| = 1; an = 1 therefore, the condition
in Equation (30) is not satisfied. However, for case 3, when F = C, D(z) = zC. Thus,
a0 = 0; an = 1 and |a0| < |an| satisfy. Moreover, all the roots of D(z) are located at the
origin, i.e., inside the unit circle, which indicates its stability. Therefore, in this case, the
transfer function, H(z) becomes

H(z) =
Qtot

EV(z)
QR(z)

= z−C. (32)

From Equation (32), H(z) has a single pole at z = 0, which lies within the unit circle
in the complex plane. Therefore, the closed-loop system in Figure 6 is stable. Intuitively,
Equation (32) implies that Qtot

EV tracks the input QR with a delay of C time steps.

5. Results and Discussion

In this section, numerical simulation results, obtained using Matlab/Simulink, per-
taining to the study system with the proposed controller for EV charging are presented
and discussed.
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5.1. Description of Simulation System

The proposed controller is implemented on the study system of Figure 1. The controller
receives the locally-measured transformer reactive power QTR and the number of online
EVs NEV, and it computes Qi

EV and communicates it to the corresponding individual EVs.
The communication between the controller and the EV is two-way. When plugged in,
the EV sends an “On-Plug” status signal to the controller [50]. In the simulation, this
corresponds to the variable Ni

EV,La for ith EV, where a is 1 for Level 1, and 2 for Level 2

charging. Similarly, the controller sends back the Qi,a
EV values to the individual EVs online.

The communication latency is denoted by TC, which is assumed to be 5 s in this study.
The limit for Ii

EV,max in Equation (12) is considered at 120% of the charger’s rated current
capacity. Thus, from Equation (14), at Level 1, Qi

EV,max is 1.44 kVAr, and at Level 2, Qi
EV,max

is 4.95 kVAr.

5.2. Scenario 1: EV Charging at Level 1

In this scenario, all EVs are charging at Level 1. Figure 7 shows the simulation results.
Figure 7a shows the number of EVs present where NEV,tot is the total number of EVs online
(charging at Level 1 + Level 2), NEV,L1 and NEV,L2 values represent the total EVs online
at Level 1 and Level 2, respectively. In this scenario, NEV,L2 = 0. Figure 7b shows a
comparison of the transformer kVA for baseline load, aggregate load in Scenario 1, and
aggregate load with the proposed compensation technique.

Figure 7. Scenario 1: EV charging at Level 1, (a) number of EVs present; (b) transformer apparent
power in kVA; (c) Q supplied by an online EV at Level 1 in kVAr; (d) transformer reactive power
in kVAr.

Figure 7c shows reactive power compensated by a single EV. Finally, Figure 7d shows
QTR magnitude without and with the proposed method, and the aggregate compensation,
Qtot

EV by online EVs.
Figure 7d shows the total transformer reactive power QTR measured at the transformer.

Equation (16) shows the reactive power balance at that point. However, neither QR nor
Qtot∗

EV can be measured directly. Therefore, in this figure QTR along with the controller
output Qtot

EV is shown. Figure 7b,d show that the proposed controller reduces the aggregate
loading on the transformer. To quantify this reduction in terms of transformer aging, the
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transformer’s winding hottest-spot temperature is calculated and compared as shown in
Figure 8. Figure 8a shows that for baseline load, θH is always less than θH,ref (110 ◦C). Hence,
the FAA is always less than 1 in Figure 8b. However, an increase in the aggregate load
under Scenario 1 results in increased transformer losses, and thus its winding temperature.
Therefore, it can be observed that θH reaches well above θH,ref, and consequently, there is a
significant increase in FAA. Specifically, between 21:00 and 24:00 h, θH nearly reaches 130 ◦C,
resulting in FAA equal to 8. With the proposed reactive power compensation method, θH
decreases which results in FAA decreasing by nearly 50%. Furthermore, the equivalent
aging factor, FEQA is calculated using Equation (9), and LoL is calculated by multiplying
FEQA with t. The results are summarized in Table 2. Before compensation, the transformer’s
LoL is nearly 10 times the baseline value, but with the proposed controller, it decreases
significantly. It is concluded that the proposed solution compensates for the increased
loading during EV charging Scenario 1 and, as a result, the transformer’s aging is reduced
by almost 44% in comparison to the case without the proposed method.

Figure 8. Transformer life indices in scenario 1, (a) hottest-spot temperature, θH; (b) accelerated aging
factor, FAA.

Table 2. FEQA and LoL in scenario 1.

System FEQA LoL (h)

Baseline load 0.137 3.29
EV Scenario 1 1.35 32.45

Proposed method 0.757 18.18

The increased power demand due to EV charging is likely to cause under-voltage
conditions in the secondary distribution system. Since maintaining an appropriate voltage
level is important to ensure power quality, this paper also evaluates the impact of EV
charging on the load bus voltages and discusses the efficacy of the proposed method in
improving the bus voltage profiles. Figure 9 shows the voltage profile under Scenario 1
with and without the proposed controller of a few load buses. The improvement achieved
by the proposed method is visible. To show the deviation in voltage under Scenario 1 from
the baseline system voltages, the root mean square deviation is calculated as

VRMSD =

√√√√√ M
∑

i=1
(Vpk(i)−Vbase,pk(i))2

M
(33)

where VRMSD is the root mean square deviation in voltage over 24 h; Vbase,pk(i) and Vpk(i)
are the peak voltages at ith instant for the baseline system and the comparative system,
respectively; M = number of data points. Table 3 shows the calculated VRMSD in phase
voltages L1 − N, L2 − N and line voltage L1 − L2 under Scenario 1 with and without
proposed method from the baseline load voltages for all the 20 load buses. It can be
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concluded from Figure 9 and Table 3 that with the proposed method, the voltage deviations
as well as the voltage excursions outside the acceptable range have significantly reduced.

Figure 9. Phase voltages in scenario 1, (a) at bus 10 with EV charging between phase L1 − N; (b) at
bus 15 with no EV present at it; (c) at bus 8 with EV charging between phase L2 − N; (d) at bus 13
with EV charging between phase L2 − N.

Table 3. Root mean square deviation in voltages in scenario 1 with and without the proposed method.

Phase/Line L1 −N L1 −N L2 −N L2 −N L1 − L2 L1 − L2

Bus No. w/o
Controller

with
Controller

w/o
Controller

with
Controller

w/o
Controller

with
Controller

Bus 1 2.15 1.16 0.44 0.29 1.75 0.9
Bus 2 1.98 1.06 0.38 0.27 1.65 0.8
Bus 3 2.18 1.19 0.44 0.29 1.77 0.92
Bus 4 2.05 1.1 0.41 0.28 1.69 0.84
Bus 5 0.44 0.29 2.12 1.14 1.72 0.88
Bus 6 0.45 0.29 2.15 1.16 1.74 0.9
Bus 7 0.44 0.29 2.13 1.14 1.73 0.88
Bus 8 0.48 0.3 2.24 1.22 1.8 0.94
Bus 9 2.86 1.64 0.72 0.38 2.19 1.31
Bus 10 2.87 1.64 0.72 0.38 2.19 1.31
Bus 11 2.82 1.61 0.7 0.37 2.16 1.28
Bus 12 0.58 0.34 2.53 1.41 1.99 1.11
Bus 13 0.64 0.36 2.7 1.52 2.1 1.21
Bus 14 0.28 0.09 0.34 0.09 0.6 0.16
Bus 15 2.72 1.54 0.66 0.36 2.1 1.23
Bus 16 0.57 0.33 2.49 1.38 1.96 1.09
Bus 17 0.29 0.09 0.3 0.08 0.58 0.16
Bus 18 0.29 0.09 0.3 0.08 0.58 0.16
Bus 19 0.29 0.09 0.3 0.08 0.58 0.16
Bus 20 0.57 0.33 2.49 1.38 1.96 1.09

5.3. Scenario 2: Combined Level 1 and Level 2 EV Charging

To understand the impact of Level 2 charging on the current distribution system
infrastructure, in this scenario some EVs are considered to be charging at Level 2. Figure 10a
shows the number of online EVs at any given time. It can be observed from Figure 10b that
with only partial Level 2 charging penetration, the transformer load peak, STR, exceeds
60 kVA. The reactive power compensation by EVs charging at Level 1, Qi,1

EV, and at Level 2,
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Qi,2
EV, are shown in Figure 10c,d, respectively. Depending on the charging level, number

of EVs online, and the total capacity (Qi
EV,L1,max, Qi

EV,L2,max) of the EVs at any given time,

Equation (23) is used to calculate the Qi,1
EV and Qi,2

EV values. Figure 10e, shows that with the
proposed method the transformer reactive power (QTR) decreases.

Figure 10. Scenario 2: combined Level 1 and Level 2, (a) number of EVs present; (b) transformer
apparent power in kVA; (c) Q supplied by an online EV at Level 1 in kVAr; (d) Q supplied by an
online EV at Level 2 in kVAr; (e) transformer reactive power in kVAr.

The transformer life indices are presented in Figure 11 and Table 4. The increased
loading due to the addition of Level 2 charging results in θH exceeding θH,ref more frequently
and for an extended duration compared to Scenario 1. A similar trend can be observed in
FAA plot, and thus FEQA values. This is also reflected in the increased transformer’s LoL of
45.79 h in Scenario 2 against 32.45 h in Scenario 1. With the proposed method, θH and FAA
decrease. The FEQA decreases by nearly 43% compared to FEQA without compensation. The
transformer’s LoL decreases from 45.79 h to 25.92 h with the proposed method which is
nearly a 43% decrease in the transformer aging.

Figure 11. Transformer life indices in scenario 2, (a) hottest-spot temperature, θH; (b) accelerated
aging factor, FAA.
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Table 4. FEQA and LoL in scenario 2.

System FEQA LoL (h)

Baseline load 0.137 3.29
EV Scenario 2 1.91 45.79

Proposed method 1.08 25.92

Further, an increase in power demand due to Level 2 charging results in increased
voltage drops at the corresponding buses. It can be observed from Table 5 that with the
proposed method voltage deviations have reduced.

Table 5. Root mean square deviation in voltages in scenario 2 with and without the proposed method.

Phase/Line L1 −N L1 −N L2 −N L2 −N L1 − L2 L1 − L2

Bus No. w/o
Controller

with
Controller

w/o
Controller

with
Controller

w/o
Controller

with
Controller

Bus 1 1.6 0.88 0.74 0.35 1.84 0.94
Bus 2 1.5 0.83 0.86 0.46 1.97 1.06
Bus 3 1.41 0.75 0.8 0.38 1.76 0.86
Bus 4 1.57 0.86 0.76 0.36 1.81 0.92
Bus 5 1.5 0.83 1.04 0.58 2.4 1.33
Bus 6 1.35 0.76 1.19 0.69 2.46 1.39
Bus 7 1.42 0.83 1.25 0.74 2.59 1.53
Bus 8 1.28 0.7 1.12 0.62 2.31 1.26
Bus 9 1.74 0.99 1.01 0.56 2.07 1.17
Bus 10 1.91 1.1 0.97 0.52 2.11 1.21
Bus 11 1.77 1.01 0.97 0.54 2.1 1.21
Bus 12 1.16 0.65 1.71 1.01 2.59 1.52
Bus 13 1.19 0.66 1.49 0.86 2.48 1.41
Bus 14 0.47 0.11 0.44 0.13 0.91 0.23
Bus 15 1.75 0.99 0.94 0.51 2.04 1.14
Bus 16 1.19 0.66 1.49 0.86 2.48 1.41
Bus 17 0.39 0.09 0.34 0.11 0.73 0.2
Bus 18 0.39 0.09 0.34 0.11 0.73 0.2
Bus 19 0.39 0.09 0.34 0.11 0.73 0.2
Bus 20 1.19 0.66 1.49 0.86 2.48 1.41

5.4. Scenario 3: EV Charging at Level 2

This scenario is representative of a near-future scenario where the majority of EVs will
have Level 2 on-board chargers. Figure 12 shows the impact of EV charging on transformer
loading in Scenario 3, and the effectiveness of the proposed method in mitigating it. With
only Level 2 charging, the transformer loading is severely impacted with STR increasing
up to 75 kVA. With the proposed method, this overloading is reduced to some extent.
The compensation by EVs at Level 2 is shown in Figure 12c. It can be observed that
during the time 11:00 to 15:00 h, QTR is mostly lower than that during 14:00 to 24:00 h. In
addition, the number of EVs charging from 11:00 to 15:00 h are mostly either equal to or
greater than the number of EVs charging during 14:00 to 24:00 h. Therefore, the individual
reactive power supplied by each EV, Qi

EV, is lower during the first interval resulting in QTR
mostly becoming zero during the first interval, as can be observed from Figure 12d. This
consequently reduces ITR and thus the transformer losses.
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Figure 12. Scenario 3: EV charging at Level 2, (a) number of EVs present; (b) transformer apparent
power in kVA; (c) Q supplied by an online EV at Level 2 in kVAr; (d) transformer reactive power
in kVAr.

Parameters in Figure 13 quantify this reduction in terms of transformer life. Increased
loading in Scenario 3 results in θH increasing well above θH,ref (110 ◦C) after 12:00 h,
reaching as high as 150 ◦C. This causes a significant increase in FAA. However, with
the proposed solution, peak FAA decreases by nearly 50%. Table 6 shows the FEQA and
transformer LoL in Scenario 3. With the proposed method the equivalent aging factor
decreases by almost 48%, which leads to a corresponding reduction in transformer LoL.
From the above discussion it can be concluded that in Scenario 3, which represents a likely
worst case, the proposed method effectively improves the transformer life.

Figure 13. Transformer life indices in scenario 3, (a) hottest-spot temperature, θH; (b) accelerated
aging factor, FAA.

Table 6. FEQA and LoL in scenario 3.

System FEQA LoL (h)

Baseline load 0.137 3.29
EV Scenario 3 9.12 218.84

Proposed method 4.74 113.71
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Due to only Level 2 EV charging, the voltage profiles are severely impacted. However,
with the proposed method these deviations are reduced to some extent. Table 7 shows the
efficacy of the proposed method in reducing voltage deviations.

Table 7. Root mean square deviation in voltages in scenario 3 with and without the proposed method.

Phase/Line L1 −N L1 −N L2 −N L2 −N L1 − L2 L1 − L2

Bus No. w/o
Controller

with
Controller

w/o
Controller

with
Controller

w/o
Controller

with
Controller

Bus 1 1.28 0.7 1.28 0.7 2.55 1.4
Bus 2 1.32 0.75 1.32 0.75 2.65 1.5
Bus 3 1.19 0.63 1.19 0.63 2.38 1.25
Bus 4 1.21 0.65 1.21 0.65 2.42 1.29
Bus 5 1.54 0.91 1.54 0.91 3.08 1.83
Bus 6 1.52 0.89 1.52 0.89 3.04 1.77
Bus 7 1.55 0.93 1.55 0.93 3.1 1.86
Bus 8 1.44 0.83 1.44 0.83 2.89 1.66
Bus 9 1.56 0.98 1.56 0.98 3.12 1.96
Bus 10 1.62 1.03 1.62 1.03 3.24 2.07
Bus 11 1.51 0.93 1.51 0.93 3.02 1.86
Bus 12 1.93 1.29 1.93 1.29 3.86 2.57
Bus 13 1.9 1.27 1.9 1.27 3.81 2.53
Bus 14 0.62 0.17 0.62 0.17 1.23 0.33
Bus 15 1.51 0.93 1.51 0.93 3.02 1.85
Bus 16 1.81 1.18 1.81 1.18 3.63 2.36
Bus 17 0.48 0.11 0.48 0.11 0.97 0.22
Bus 18 0.48 0.11 0.48 0.11 0.97 0.22
Bus 19 0.48 0.11 0.48 0.11 0.97 0.22
Bus 20 1.81 1.18 1.81 1.18 3.63 2.36

5.5. Scenario 4: EV Charging at Level 1 Extreme

The growing number of EVs may cause a scenario where a large number of EVs charge
during peak load hours. Thus, in this scenario, 40% EV penetration at Level 1 is selected
such that the EV charging profiles coincide with the peak load hours of the baseline load.
The simulation results for this scenario are shown in Figure 14. As expected, between
18:00 and 23:00 h the transformer loading is always above 50 kVA, reaching as high as
60 kVA. With the proposed method, EVs are compensating at their limit, Qi

EV,L1,max during
this interval.

Figures 14b and 15 summarize the impact of Scenario 4 on the transformer loading
and transformer’s winding temperature respectively. Table 8 summarizes the calculated
FEQA and LoL values. It can be observed that FAA value in Scenario 4 is significantly higher
than Scenario 1 where 70% EV penetration at Level 1 is considered, and Scenario 2 where
70% EV penetration at combined Level 1 and 2 is considered. Thus indicating the severe
impact of EV charging during peak load hours on the transformer life. With the proposed
method, FEQA decreases by nearly 50%, and the transformer’s LoL reduces from 71.69 h to
35.83 h, i.e., transformer aging is reduced by nearly 50%. The proposed approach is also
applicable if only Level 2 extreme or a mix of Level 1 and Level 2 extreme is considered.
From the above discussion, it can be observed that the transformer life is impacted at a
lower EV charging level. Thus, it can be concluded that with a higher EV charging (Level 2)
overlapping with the peak load demand hours, the transformer life will further deteriorate,
which then with the proposed controller will improve.
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Figure 14. Scenario 4: EV charging overlaps with peak load, (a) number of EVs present; (b) trans-
former apparent power in kVA; (c) Q supplied by an online EV at Level 1 in kVAr; (d) transformer
reactive power in kVAr.

Figure 15. Transformer life indices in scenario 4, (a) hottest-spot temperature, θH; (b) accelerated
aging factor, FAA.

Table 8. FEQA and LoL in scenario 4.

System FEQA LoL (h)

Baseline load 0.137 3.29
EV Scenario 4 2.99 71.69

Proposed method 1.49 35.83

Table 9 shows the deviation in voltage from the baseline load with and without the
proposed method. It can be observed that VRMSD decreases with the proposed method.
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Table 9. Root mean square deviation in voltages in scenario 4 with and without the proposed method.

Phase/Line L1 −N L1 −N L2 −N L2 −N L1 − L2 L1 − L2

Bus No. w/o
Controller

with
Controller

w/o
Controller

with
Controller

w/o
Controller

with
Controller

Bus 1 2.2 1.14 0.42 0.3 1.81 0.87
Bus 2 2.36 1.25 0.47 0.32 1.92 0.96
Bus 3 2.19 1.14 0.41 0.3 1.81 0.87
Bus4 2.19 1.14 0.41 0.3 1.81 0.87
Bus 5 0.25 0.23 1.59 0.78 1.42 0.57
Bus 6 0.25 0.23 1.59 0.78 1.42 0.57
Bus 7 0.26 0.23 1.6 0.78 1.43 0.57
Bus 8 0.3 0.24 1.75 0.88 1.52 0.66
Bus 9 4.02 2.31 1.08 0.52 2.97 1.89
Bus 10 3.93 2.24 1.04 0.51 2.91 1.83
Bus 11 3.96 2.27 1.06 0.51 2.93 1.85
Bus 12 0.67 0.36 2.82 1.58 2.2 1.27
Bus 13 0.66 0.36 2.8 1.56 2.18 1.25
Bus 14 0.24 0.11 0.57 0.12 0.79 0.09
Bus 15 3.72 2.12 0.97 0.48 2.78 1.72
Bus 16 0.58 0.34 2.57 1.41 2.04 1.12
Bus 17 0.32 0.09 0.31 0.09 0.63 0.17
Bus 18 0.32 0.09 0.31 0.09 0.63 0.17
Bus 19 0.32 0.09 0.31 0.09 0.63 0.17
Bus 20 0.58 0.34 2.57 1.41 2.04 1.12

5.6. Annual Transformer Aging

The effect of seasonal variation in the residential electricity demand and the ambient
temperature on the transformer life is not apparent in a 24 h simulation. Therefore, to
study the impact of transformer overloading on its life considering seasonal variations
in residential and EV charging load, the above simulations are performed for an entire
year. The same dataset in [31] is used. The main objective is to calculate the annual
equivalent aging factor, and annual transformer life consumed, LoL. Figure 16a,b, show
the transformer’s annual FEQA and LoL (hours per year) for the considered scenarios. The
results indicate that even with seasonal variation in load and ambient temperature, the
proposed controller decreases the transformer aging by around 44%, 50%, and 52% in
Scenario 1, 2, and 3 respectively when compared to the uncompensated case.

For the studies so far, 70% EV penetration is considered which is relatively high. To
verify the efficacy of the proposed method at lower EV penetration, Scenario 5 with only
40% EV penetration at Level 1 is also considered (8 EVs in 20 houses). Table 10 shows
the annual equivalent aging factor and the transformer insulation life consumption in one
year in Scenario 5. It can be verified that the proposed technique is effective at lower EV
penetrations as well. In Scenario 5, the transformer’s LoL is almost 3.3 times the baseline
load which with the proposed method decreases to nearly 2.3 times the baseline load, i.e.,
transformer aging is slowed by nearly 32%.
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Figure 16. Transformer’s annual (a) equivalent aging factor, FEQA; and (b) loss of life, LoL.

Table 10. Annual FEQA and LoL in scenario 5 (40 % EV penetration).

System FEQA LoL (×1000 h)

Baseline load 0.71 6.18
EV Scenario 5 2.33 20.45

Proposed method 1.6 14

5.7. Analysis of Sensitivity to Communication Failures

A communication failure between the controller and the EV may happen in practice.
Therefore, it is important to ensure that the proposed controller is robust to these communi-
cation failures. In this section, the controller’s robustness to three potential communication
failures is evaluated.

5.7.1. Communication Failure Case 1

This case evaluates a failure scenario where the controller continues to receive an
“On-Plug” signal from an EV that has disconnected. For this discussion, the communication
link between EV-10 and the controller is assumed to have failed as shown in Figure 17.
EV-10 stops charging at 10:50 h, but the correct communication isn’t restored until 11:10 h,
thus for the controller EV-10 is online till 11:10 h.
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Figure 17. System response without and with communication failure case 1, (a) number of EVs
present; (b) Q supplied by an online EV at Level 1 in kVAr; (c) Q supplied by an online EV at Level 2
in kVAr; (d) transformer reactive power in kVAr.

First, without communication failure- The EV-10 leaves the system at t = 0, and
therefore does not execute the command sent by the controller at t = −5. Thus, at t = 5, in
addition to a reduction in NEV,tot, the controller also tracks a positive QTR. This results in
overcompensation at t = 10, which is adjusted by the controller in the next few execution
cycles. However, with communication failure, at t = 0, the controller computes a larger
NEV,tot than actual, and computes lower than required Qi,a

EV values for total compensation.
At t = 5, the controller tracks the same NEV,tot as t = 0 and only compensates for the
under-compensation at t = 5, which is fully corrected by t = 10. As shown in Figure 17b–d
by t = 15, Qi,1

EV, Qi,2
EV, and QTR are same as it is in the case with no communication failure.

Notably, the controller is able to ride through this failure. Moreover, the communication
delay has no consequential impact on the controller’s stability.

5.7.2. Communication Failure Case 2

In this case, a communication failure occurs abruptly when an online EV stops receiv-
ing Qi,a

EV signal from the controller. Upon failure, the EV enters a wait period in anticipation
of the restoration of correct communication before disengaging from reactive power com-
pensation. During the wait period, the EV supplies reactive power at the last received
controller command. In this study, the wait period is assumed to be 5 controller execution
cycles, i.e., 25 s.

For discussion, this communication failure is assumed to occur between EV-2 and
the controller at t = 0. It is assumed that the communication is not restored during the
wait period. After entering its wait period, EV-2 supplies the last received Q2,2

EV for the next
5 cycles i.e., till t = 25. The controller, unaware of reactive power supply from EV-2, at
t = 5 tracks a decrease in NEV,tot as shown in Figure 18a. To make the tracking error zero,
the controller generates new increased Qi,a

EV references for the online EVs which results in
overcompensation at t = 10. In the next couple of execution cycles, the controller fixes the
overcompensation. At t = 20, it can be seen that Qi,a

EV is the same as the no-failure case.
But, this is disrupted when at the end of wait period at t = 25, EV-2 disconnects from the
system i.e., Q2,2

EV becomes 0. The tracking error becomes positive which is compensated for
by the controller at t = 30. The online EVs are now operating at their limits to compensate
for positive QTR. It can be concluded that the controller is robust to this communication
failure scenario as well. The EV supplying the last received Qi

EV value during its wait

Figure 17. System response without and with communication failure case 1, (a) number of EVs
present; (b) Q supplied by an online EV at Level 1 in kVAr; (c) Q supplied by an online EV at Level 2
in kVAr; (d) transformer reactive power in kVAr.
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First, without communication failure- The EV-10 leaves the system at t = 0, and
therefore does not execute the command sent by the controller at t = −5. Thus, at t = 5, in
addition to a reduction in NEV,tot, the controller also tracks a positive QTR. This results in
overcompensation at t = 10, which is adjusted by the controller in the next few execution
cycles. However, with communication failure, at t = 0, the controller computes a larger
NEV,tot than actual, and computes lower than required Qi,a

EV values for total compensation.
At t = 5, the controller tracks the same NEV,tot as t = 0 and only compensates for the
under-compensation at t = 5, which is fully corrected by t = 10. As shown in Figure 17b–d
by t = 15, Qi,1

EV, Qi,2
EV, and QTR are same as it is in the case with no communication failure.

Notably, the controller is able to ride through this failure. Moreover, the communication
delay has no consequential impact on the controller’s stability.

5.7.2. Communication Failure Case 2

In this case, a communication failure occurs abruptly when an online EV stops receiv-
ing Qi,a

EV signal from the controller. Upon failure, the EV enters a wait period in anticipation
of the restoration of correct communication before disengaging from reactive power com-
pensation. During the wait period, the EV supplies reactive power at the last received
controller command. In this study, the wait period is assumed to be 5 controller execution
cycles, i.e., 25 s.

For discussion, this communication failure is assumed to occur between EV-2 and
the controller at t = 0. It is assumed that the communication is not restored during the
wait period. After entering its wait period, EV-2 supplies the last received Q2,2

EV for the next
5 cycles i.e., till t = 25. The controller, unaware of reactive power supply from EV-2, at
t = 5 tracks a decrease in NEV,tot as shown in Figure 18a. To make the tracking error zero,
the controller generates new increased Qi,a

EV references for the online EVs which results in
overcompensation at t = 10. In the next couple of execution cycles, the controller fixes the
overcompensation. At t = 20, it can be seen that Qi,a

EV is the same as the no-failure case.
But, this is disrupted when at the end of wait period at t = 25, EV-2 disconnects from the
system, i.e., Q2,2

EV becomes 0. The tracking error becomes positive which is compensated for
by the controller at t = 30. The online EVs are now operating at their limits to compensate
for positive QTR. It can be concluded that the controller is robust to this communication
failure scenario as well. The EV supplying the last received Qi

EV value during its wait
period is equivalent to an external disturbance in the system which is compensated for by
the controller.

5.7.3. Communication Failure Case 3

In this case, similar to Case 2, a communication failure occurs abruptly where an
online EV stops receiving Qi,a

EV signal from the controller. However, unlike Case 2, the EV
continues to supply reactive power at the last received controller command till it goes
offline or communication is restored.

For discussion, the same system conditions as Case 2 are considered. At t = 0,
the communication link between EV-2 and the controller breaks abruptly. It is assumed
that for the next 10 min (=600 s) the communication is not restored. Therefore, EV-2
continues supplying reactive power at the last received controller command Q2,2

EV as shown
in Figure 19d till the communication is restored. Since the controller is unaware of EV-2’s
presence, at t = 5, it detects a decrease in NEV,tot. Therefore the controller generates new
increased Qi,a

EV references for the four online EVs, which in addition to EV-2’s supply, results
in overcompensation at t = 10. As the controller fixes the overcompensation by t = 20, it
can be seen that Qi,a

EV is the same as the case without failure. It can be concluded that the
controller is able to compensate for this communication failure case as well.
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Figure 18. System response without and with communication failure case 2, (a) number of EVs
present; (b) Q supplied by an online EV at Level 1 in kVAr; (c) Q supplied by an online EV at Level 2
in kVAr; (d) Q supplied by EV-2 at Level 2 in kVAr; (e) transformer reactive power in kVAr.

Figure 19. System response without and with communication failure case 3, (a) number of EVs
present; (b) Q supplied by an online EV at Level 1 in kVAr; (c) Q supplied by an online EV at Level 2
in kVAr; (d) Q supplied by EV-2 at Level 2 in kVAr; (e) transformer reactive power in kVAr.
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6. Conclusions

This paper proposes a practical technique for mitigating low-voltage distribution
transformer overloading due to increasing residential EV charging power demand. First, a
qualitative and quantitative study to show the impact of increased EV charging demand on
distribution transformers is presented for four diversified EV charging scenarios. There-
after, IEEE Standard C57.91-2011 is used to quantify the impact of EV charging on the
transformer insulation life. It is shown that increased EV penetration significantly impacts
transformer life in all charging scenarios. Subsequently, a centralized recursive controller
that periodically sets reactive power references for EVs to supply local reactive power
is proposed. The controller’s stability and robustness to system communication delays
and failures are also discussed. It is shown that with the proposed technique distribution
transformer’s life increases by an average of nearly 47% in all four scenarios. In addition,
with consideration of seasonal variations in load demand, and ambient temperatures, the
annual transformer aging is calculated, and it is shown that with the proposed method, the
transformer life improves by nearly an average of 49% compared to the uncompensated
case. The results indicate that the proposed controller can successfully regulate and mini-
mize the distribution transformer’s reactive power flow and therefore extend its life and
is stable under different operation scenarios. It ensures end-user convenience and can be
conveniently adopted by transformers in power grids without significant infrastructure up-
grades. In the future, this work can be experimentally verified with appropriate resources,
and possible practical challenges be studied.
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